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Purpose: To explore the correlation between hemoglobin, albumin, lymphocyte count, platelet count (HALP) score and type 2 
diabetic retinopathy (DR).
Methods: The study was conducted on 674 patients with type 2 diabetes (T2DM). According to the results of the fundus examination, 
they were divided into non-diabetic retinopathy group (NDR, n=388) and diabetic retinopathy group (DR, n=286). Collected patients 
baseline data, calculated HALP score, analyzed the correlation between HALP score and DR.
Results: In all patients, male patients and female patients, the HALP score of the DR group was lower than that of the NDR group 
(P<0.001), and the HALP score was negatively correlated with the incidence of DR (P<0.05). HALP score was independent risk 
factors for DR, regardless of gender. In male patients, HALP score and DR had a linear relationship, but in female patients, HALP 
score and DR showed a nonlinear relationship, and HALP score was more sensitive to the onset of DR in male patients. The combined 
diagnostic model of HALP score, course of disease, SBP and BUN was used to diagnose DR, and it was found that the diagnostic 
value was the highest among male patients, with AUC of 0.761, sensitivity of 58.3% and specificity of 80.3%.
Conclusion: HALP score was an independent risk factor for DR, attention should be paid to monitoring HALP score, especially in 
male T2DM patients. The accuracy of HALP score, disease course, SBP and BUN combined model diagnosis of DR was high, which 
can become a biological indicator for early screening of DR.
Keywords: HALP score, type 2 diabetes, diabetic retinopathy

Introduction
Diabetic retinopathy (DR) is a serious fundus disease caused by diabetes. According to statistics, after 15 years of 
diabetes, 3/4 of diabetics will be affected by DR.1 DR mainly causes patients with low vision, which can lead to 
blindness in severe cases. In recent years, with the in-depth study of DR, it has been found that DR is closely related to 
the patient’s cerebrovascular accident, myocardial infarction, heart failure and all-cause mortality. DR not only affects the 
patient’s vision, but also increases the risk of acute vascular accident and death.2 However, what is worrying is that there 
are still many patients who do not know the severity of DR, and in some areas where medical resources are scarce, 
fundus examination for diagnostic DR has not been carried out, resulting in a low detection rate of DR, delaying the 
timing of treatment, and seriously affecting the health of patients.3 Therefore, finding more easily obtained biological 
indicators to assist in the diagnosis of DR has become the focus of our work.

DR is a well-known diabetic inflammatory neurovascular complication. The inflammatory changes found in the 
cornea of diabetic patients support the important role of inflammation in the development of DR, and the elevation of 
some inflammatory indicators in DR patients also confirms that DR is an inflammatory reaction.4,5 At the same time, 
nutrition cannot be ignored in the development of DR. In a large-scale healthy nutrition screening, it was found that 
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serum albumin levels were significantly negatively correlated with DR.6 In order to comprehensively assess the impact of 
inflammation and nutrition on DR, we introduced the HALP score. HALP score integrates four indicators of hemoglobin, 
albumin, lymphocyte count and platelet in serum. It is calculated from the formula and has many advantages such as 
simple, easy to obtain and economical. Clinically, it has been confirmed that HALP score can be used as an evaluation 
tool for cancer, blood lipid metabolism disorders, acute heart failure and stroke,7–10 but the relationship between HALP 
score and DR is not clear. Therefore, this study analyzed the correlation between HALP score and DR to explore whether 
HALP score can be used to help diagnose the occurrence of DR.

Methods
Experimental design: This study was a cross-sectional study. The clinical data of 836 T2DM patients diagnosed in Hebei 
General Hospital from January 2021 to December 2023 were selected, and the patients were screened according to the 
following criteria. Included criteria: 1) Aged 18–80 years old; 2) T2DM patients diagnosed per the 2011 World Health 
Organization Diagnostic Standards for Diabetes. Exclusion criteria: 1) Acute complications of diabetes and acute stress 
status; 2) Patients with severe heart, liver and renal insufficiency;3) Patients with cancer, recent infection, immune 
system or blood system diseases;4) Patients with hyperthyroidism, glaucoma and other patients who cannot cooperate 
with fundus examination. In the end, 674 T2DM patients were included in this study. All patients underwent fundus 
examination. According to the DR classification criteria formulated by the International Society of Ophthalmology in 
2002, they were divided into non-diabetic retinopathy group (NDR, n=388) and diabetic retinopathy group (DR, n=286). 
The HALP scores of the two groups were compared. Considering the differences between hemoglobin between male and 
female, patients were classified by gender again to explore the impact of HALP scores on DR of different genders.

Data collection and laboratory analysis: The baseline data of the patients were collected, including age, gender, course 
of disease, smoking history, drinking history, systolic blood pressure (SBP), diastolic blood pressure (DBP), height and 
weight. Laboratory examinations included hemoglobin (HGB), lymphocyte count (LYM), platelet count (PLT), glycated 
hemoglobin (HbA1c), fasting blood glucose (FBG), aspartate aminotransferase (AST), alanine transaminase (ALT), 
albumin (ALB), blood creatinine (Cr), blood uric acid (UA), blood urea nitrogen (BUN), glomerular filtration rate 
(eGFR), total cholesterol (TC), triglycerides (TG), high-density lipoprotein cholesterol (HDL-C), low-density lipoprotein 
cholesterol (LDL-C). Formula calculation: HALP score = HGB×ALB×LYM/PLT;BMI (Kg/m2) = weight/height/height.

Statistical analysis: used Prism 8.0.1 and R version 4.3.1 software. Normally distributed measurement data were 
expressed as mean ± standard deviation (SD) and compared using two independent samples t-tests; Non-normally 
distributed measurement data were presented as median and quartile spacing (M [P25%, P75%]) and compared using the 
Mann–Whitney U-test. Count data were compared using the chi-square test. Mantel-Haenszel is used for Chi-square 
trend test. Restricted cubic splinear analysis was used to analyze the nonlinear relationship between the risk of DR and 
HALP score. Binary logistic regression was used to analyze the independent risk factors for DR. The receiver operating 
characteristic curve (ROC) and the area under the curve (AUC) were used to determine the diagnostic value of HALP 
scores for DR occurrence in T2DM patients. P<0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Results
Comparison of General Data and Laboratory-Related Indicators in T2DM Patients
Comparison of General Data and Laboratory-Related Indicators in All Patients
In all T2DM patients, the HALP score of DR patients was significantly lower than that of NDR patients (P<0.001). The 
age, diabetes course, SBP, BUN and HDL-C of patients in the DR group were significantly higher than those with NDR 
(P<0.05). The smoking history, HGB, LYM, ALT, ALB, UA, eGFR and TG in DR patients were significantly lower than 
that of NDR patients (P<0.05). There were no significant difference between the two in gender, drinking history, DBP, 
BMI, PLT, HbA1c, FBG, AST, Cr, TC, LDL-C (Table 1, Figure 1).

Comparison of General Data and Laboratory-Related Indicators in Male Patients
In all male patients with T2DM, the HALP score of patients with DR was significantly lower than that of patients with 
NDR (P<0.001). The age, diabetes course, SBP, BUN, HDL-C of DR patients were significantly higher than that of NDR 
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patients (P<0.05). The smoking history, BMI, HGB, LYM, ALT, ALB, UA, eGFR and TG of DR patients were 
significantly lower than those of NDR patients (P<0.05). There were no obvious difference between the two in terms 
of drinking history, DBP, PLT, HbA1c, FBG, AST, Cr, TC, LDL-C (Table 2, Figure 2).

Comparison of General Data and Laboratory-Related Indicators in Female Patients
Among all female T2DM patients, the HALP score of DR patients was significantly lower than that of NDR patients 
(P=0.003). Diabetes course, SBP and BUN in DR patients were significantly higher than those with NDR (P<0.05). DR 
patients with LYM and TG were significantly lower than those with NDR (P<0.05). There were no significant difference 
between the two in age, smoking history, drinking history, DBP, BMI, HGB, PLT, HbA1c, FBG, AST, ALT, ALB, UA, 
eGFR, Cr, TC, LDL-C, HDL-C (Table 3, Figure 3).

Trend Test of HALP Score and DR in T2DM Patients
In all patients, according to the HALP score quartile spacing level, the HALP score was converted into an ordered multi- 
classified variable, namely, group A (HALP score <38.0729), group B (38.0729 <HALP score <48.2878), group 
C (48.2878 <HALP score<62.3251), and group D (HALP score>62.3251). Four groups of patients were tested for 
Mantel-Haenszel Chi-square Trend Test.

In all male patients, according to the HALP score quartile spacing level, the HALP score was converted into an 
ordered multi-classified variable, namely, group A (HALP score <39.2414), group B (39.2414<HALP score < 49.1894), 

Table 1 Comparison of General Data and Laboratory-Related Indicators in All Patients

Variable NDR (N=388) DR (N=286) Statistics P value

Gender (male) 233 (60.1%) 163 (60.0%) 0.636 0.425
Age (years) 56 (45, 64) 60 (52, 67) −4.290 <0.001

Course of disease (years) 6(1, 10.5) 12 (7,20) −8.925 <0.001

History of smoking (yes) 131 (33.8%) 72 (25.2%) 5.769 0.016
History of drinking (yes) 119 (30.6%) 72 (25.2%) 2.448 0.118

SBP (mmHg) 131.27±17.28 136.61± 19.83 −3.728 <0.001

DBP (mmHg) 82.11± 10.73 80 (73,88) −1.381 0.167
BMI (Kg/m2) 26.27 (23.99, 28.56) 25.6 (23.38, 28.27) −1.961 0.050

HGB (109/L) 144.37±14.9 140.13±16.12 3.521 <0.001
LYM (109/L) 1.91 (1.55, 2.37) 1.71 (1.39, 2.17) −4.231 <0.001

PLT (109/L) 220 (189, 259) 221.5 (190, 267) −0.321 0.749

HbA1c (%) 8.8 (7.25, 10.65) 8.9 (8, 10.2) −0.993 0.321
FBG (mmol/L) 8.13 (6.26, 10.92) 8.46 (6.14, 10.97) −0.261 0.794

ALT (U/L) 20.95 (14.3, 28.1) 17.5 (13.2, 24.3) −3.449 0.001

AST (U/L) 19.9 (16.35, 24.15) 18.95 (15.9, 24.3) −1.227 0.220
ALB (g/L) 41.9 (39.5, 44.4) 40.7 (38.3, 43.4) −4.537 <0.001

Cr (umol/L) 63.15 (54.5, 71.95) 63.7 (56.4, 74.7) −1.300 0.193

UA (umol/L) 308.4 (263.4, 369.95) 287.2 (242.2, 344.9) −3.203 0.001
BUN (mmol/L) 5.1 (4.25, 6.1) 5.35 (4.6, 6.5) −3.589 <0.001

eGFR (mL/min) 102 (93.89, 111.55) 97.3 (90.19, 107.23) −4.069 <0.001

TC (mmol/L) 4.68 (3.86, 5.47) 4.46 (3.69, 5.39) −1.463 0.143
TG (mmol/L) 1.53 (1.07,2.25) 1.17 (0.86,1.73) −4.971 <0.001

HDL-C (mmol/L) 1.03 (0.89, 1.23) 1.11 (0.95, 1.32) −3.567 <0.001

LDL-C (mmol/L) 3.06 (2.45, 3.61) 2.93 (2.29, 3.6) −1.577 0.115
HALP score 50.32 (40.85, 66.33) 43.83 (33.39, 56.84) −5.472 <0.001

Abbreviations: DR, diabetic retinopathy; NDR, non-diabetic retinopathy; SBP, systolic blood pressure; DBP, diastolic 
blood pressure; BMI, body mass index; HbA1c, glycated hemoglobin; FBG, fasting blood glucose; ALB, albumin; AST, 
aspartate aminotransferase; ALT, alanine transaminase; HGB, hemoglobin; LYM, lymphocyte count; PLT, platelet count; 
Cr, blood creatinine; UA, blood uric acid; BUN, blood urea nitrogen; eGFR, Glomerular filtration rate; TC, total 
cholesterol; TG, triglycerides; HDL-C, high-density lipoprotein cholesterol; LDL-C, low-density lipoprotein choles-
terol; HALP score, hemoglobin, albumin, lymphocyte count, platelet count score.
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Group C (49.1894<HALP score<63.2877), Group D (HALP score>63.2877). Mantel-Haenszel Chi-square Trend Test 
was carried out on 4 groups of patients.

In all female patients, according to the HALP score quartile spacing level, the HALP score was converted into an 
ordered multi-classified variable, that is, group A (HALP score <36.2487), group B (36.2487 <HALP score < 46.5918), 
Group C (46.5918<HALP score<60.3351), Group D (HALP score>60.3351). Mantel-Haenszel Chi-square Trend Test 
was carried out on 4 groups of patients.

Table 2 Comparison of General Data and Laboratory-Related Indicators in Male Patients

Variable NDR (N=233) DR (N=163) Statistics P value

Age (years) 54 (43, 62) 60 (51.5, 67) −4.303 <0.001

Course of disease (years) 6 (1, 10) 12 (8,20) −8.021 <0.001

History of smoking (yes) 95 (40.8%) 50 (30.7%) 4.213 0.04
History of drinking (yes) 85 (36.5%) 49 (30.1%) 1.765 0.184

SBP (mmHg) 130.11±16.53 133 (120, 148) −2.469 0.014

DBP (mmHg) 82.29± 10.68 81.16±10.94 1.028 0.305
BMI (Kg/m2) 26.4 (24.22, 28.38) 25.41 (23.33, 27.79) −2.238 0.025

HGB (109/L) 149 (140, 156) 143.18±15.47 −3.278 0.001

LYM (109/L) 1.84 (1.48, 2.31) 1.73±0.55 −2.978 0.003
PLT (109/L) 214 (187, 245) 216 (184.5, 260.5) −0.245 0.807

HbA1c (%) 8.7 (7.1, 10.6) 9.1 (8,10.45) −1.515 0.130

FBG (mmol/L) 7.99 (6.2, 11.2) 8.28 (6.03, 10.95) −0.525 0.599
ALT (U/L) 21.7 (14.7, 29) 17.7 (13.35, 24.25) −3.297 0.001

AST (U/L) 19.6 (16.5, 23.4) 19 (15.95, 23.2) −1.020 0.308

ALB (g/L) 42.1 (39.9, 44.5) 40.56±3.92 −4.308 <0.001
Cr (umol/L) 65.7 (59.3, 74.4) 67.5 (60, 77.6) −0.888 0.375

UA (umol/L) 322.4 (270.8, 384.6) 286.2 (247.55, 344.35) −3.560 <0.001

BUN (mmol/L) 5.2 (4.4, 6.2) 5.5 (4.7, 6.9) −2.740 0.006
eGFR (mL/min) 103.76 (94.55, 113.77) 98.31 (90.05, 107.33) −4.123 <0.001

TC (mmol/L) 4.58 (3.8, 5.29) 4.3 (3.62, 5.145) −1.585 0.113

TG (mmol/L) 1.41 (1.04,2.12) 1.08 (0.81,1.54) −4.929 <0.001

(Continued)
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Figure 1 Comparison of HALP score in two groups of all patients. 
Note: ***Denotes significance at a P value of <0.001. 
Abbreviations: DR, diabetic retinopathy; NDR, non-diabetic retinopathy; HALP score, hemoglobin, albumin, lymphocyte count, platelet count score.
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The Results indicated that there was a linear trend between HALP score and DR incidence, and DR incidence was 
negatively related to HALP score in all patients. The above results were also shown in male patients. However, in female 
patients, although the incidence of DR was still negatively associated with HALP score, there was no obvious linear 
trend between the two (Table 4).

Multi-Factor Regression Analysis of DR in T2DM Patients
Multi-Factor Regression Analysis of DR in All T2DM Patients
In all patients, taking DR as the dependent variable, the variables of P<0.05 are screened in turn: HALP score, age, 
course of disease, history of smoking, SBP, BUN, HDL-C, ALT, UA, eGFR, TG were included in the binary logistic 
regression equation. HL test indicated the model has a good fit (X2=7.460, P=0.488). Regression analysis showed that 
HALP score, disease course, SBP and BUN were independent risk factors for DR. For each unit added to the HALP 
score, the DR risk of T2DM patients was reduced by 1.7% (Table 5).

Multi-Factor Regression Analysis of DR in All Male T2DM Patients
In all male patients, taking DR as the dependent variable, the variables of P<0.05 are screened in turn: HALP score, age, 
course of disease, smoking history, BMI, SBP, BUN, HDL-C, ALT, UA, eGFR, TG were included in the binary logistic 
regression equation. HL test indicated the model has a good fit (X2=7.787, P=0.455). Regression analysis showed that 
HALP score, disease course, SBP and BUN were independent risk factors for DR. For each additional unit of HALP 
score, the risk of DR in T2DM patients was reduced by 1.4% (Table 6).

Table 2 (Continued). 

Variable NDR (N=233) DR (N=163) Statistics P value

HDL-C (mmol/L) 1.01 (0.87, 1.19) 1.09 (0.94, 1.24) −3.043 0.002

LDL-C (mmol/L) 2.97±0.88 2.81 (2.24, 3.4) −1.510 0.131
HALP score 51.21 (42.51, 67) 43.93 (35.37, 56.13) −4.638 <0.001

Abbreviations: DR, diabetic retinopathy; NDR, non-diabetic retinopathy; SBP, systolic blood pressure; DBP, diastolic 
blood pressure; BMI, body mass index; HbA1c, glycated hemoglobin; FBG, fasting blood glucose; ALB, albumin; AST, 
aspartate aminotransferase; ALT, alanine transaminase; HGB, hemoglobin; LYM, lymphocyte count; PLT, platelet count; Cr, 
blood creatinine; UA, blood uric acid; BUN, blood urea nitrogen; eGFR, Glomerular filtration rate; TC, total cholesterol; 
TG, triglycerides; HDL-C, high-density lipoprotein cholesterol; LDL-C, low-density lipoprotein cholesterol; HALP score, 
hemoglobin, albumin, lymphocyte count, platelet count score.
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Figure 2 Comparison of HALP score in two groups of male patients. 
Note: ***Denotes significance at a P value of <0.001. 
Abbreviations: DR, diabetic retinopathy; NDR, non-diabetic retinopathy; HALP score, hemoglobin, albumin, lymphocyte count, platelet count score.
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Multi-Factor Regression Analysis of DR in All Female T2DM Patients
In all female patients, taking DR as the dependent variable, the variables of P<0.05 are screened in turn: HALP score, 
disease course, SBP, BUN, TG were included in the binary logistic regression equation. HL test indicated the model has 
a good fit (X2=5.608, P=0.691). Regression analysis showed that HALP score, disease course, SBP and BUN were 
independent risk factors for DR. For every additional unit of HALP score, the DR risk of T2DM patients was reduced by 
2.1% (Table 7).

Nonlinear Relationship Analysis of HALP Score and DR in T2DM Patients
Nonlinear Relationship Analysis of HALP Score and DR in All Patients
In all T2DM patients, after adjusting the disease course, SBP and BUN, there was a significant nonlinear relationship 
between HALP score and DR (P for trend < 0.0001, P for nonlinear = 0.0056), and the risk of DR increases significantly 
when the HALP score was below 47.87 (Figure 4).

Nonlinear Relationship Analysis of HALP Score and DR in Male Patients
In all male patients, after adjusting the disease course, SBP and BUN, there was a significant linear relationship between 
HALP score and DR (P for trend <0.0064, P for nonlinear = 0.1078), when the HALP score was below 49.52, the risk of 
DR increases significantly (Figure 5).

Table 3 Comparison of General Data and Laboratory-Related Indicators in Female Patients

Variable NDR (N=155) DR (N=123) Statistics P value

Age (years) 59 (50.5, 66.5) 60 (52, 66.5) −0.682 0.495
Course of disease (years) 5 (1, 13) 12 (6, 19.5) −4.344 <0.001

History of smoking (yes) 36 (23.2%) 22 (17.9%) 1.184 0.276

History of drinking (yes) 34 (21.9%) 23 (18.7%) 0.441 0.507
SBP (mmHg) 133±18.26 138.53±19.34 −2.442 0.015

DBP (mmHg) 81.83± 10.83 80 (73, 90) −0.662 0.508

BMI (Kg/m2) 26.25 (23.72, 28.92) 25.76 (23.42, 29.1) −0.483 0.629
HGB (109/L) 137 (129, 147) 136.1±16.14 −1.041 0.298

LYM (109/L) 2.04 (1.7, 2.39) 1.73 (1.48, 2.34) −3.276 0.001
PLT (109/L) 233 (197, 271) 232 (201, 269) −0.094 0.925

HbA1c (%) 8.9 (7.35, 10.7) 8.7 (7.95, 9.9) −0.321 0.748

FBG (mmol/L) 8.19 (6.35, 10.45) 8.6 (6.78, 10.97) −0.898 0.369
ALT (U/L) 18.8 (14.1, 27.3) 17.4 (13.2, 24.2) −1.358 0.175

AST (U/L) 20 (16, 25.1) 18.9 (15.8, 25.45) −0.715 0.475

ALB (g/L) 41.76±3.84 40.9 (38.65, 43.35) −1.857 0.063
Cr (umol/L) 55.7 (51.1, 66.4) 59.3 (52.35, 69.65) −1.457 0.145

UA (umol/L) 289 (248.35, 344.1) 291.6 (235.45, 343.8) −0.664 0.507

BUN (mmol/L) 4.9 (4.1, 5.8) 5.2 (4.55, 6.3) −2.477 0.013
eGFR (mL/min) 99.07 (92.6, 106.64) 97.41±14.45 −1.437 0.151

TC (mmol/L) 4.83 (3.99, 5.75) 4.87±1.29 −0.556 0.578

TG (mmol/L) 1.76 (1.14,2.34) 1.33 (1.04, 2.07) −2.160 0.031
HDL-C (mmol/L) 1.05 (0.94, 1.25) 1.13 (0.96, 1.36) −1.863 0.062

LDL-C (mmol/L) 3.24±0.95 3.13±0.97 1.022 0.308

HALP score 49.38 (38.6, 61.33) 43.69 (32.14, 57.46) −2.951 0.003

Abbreviations: DR, diabetic retinopathy; NDR, non-diabetic retinopathy; SBP, systolic blood pressure; DBP, diastolic 
blood pressure; BMI, body mass index; HbA1c, glycated hemoglobin; FBG, fasting blood glucose; ALB, albumin; AST, 
aspartate aminotransferase; ALT, alanine transaminase; HGB, hemoglobin; LYM, lymphocyte count; PLT, platelet count; 
Cr, blood creatinine; UA, blood uric acid; BUN, blood urea nitrogen; eGFR, Glomerular filtration rate; TC, total 
cholesterol; TG, triglycerides; HDL-C, high-density lipoprotein cholesterol; LDL-C, low-density lipoprotein choles-
terol; HALP score, hemoglobin, albumin, lymphocyte count, platelet count score.
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Nonlinear Relationship Analysis of HALP Score and DR in Female Patients
In all female patients, after adjusting the disease course, SBP and BUN, there was a significant nonlinear relationship 
between HALP score and DR (P for trend<0.0064, P for nonlinear = 0.0283), when the HALP score was below 41.89, 
the risk of DR increases significantly. (Figure 6).
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Figure 3 Comparison of HALP score in two groups of female patients. 
Note: **Denotes significance at a P value of <0.01. 
Abbreviations: DR, diabetic retinopathy; NDR, non-diabetic retinopathy; HALP score, hemoglobin, albumin, lymphocyte count, platelet count score.

Table 4 Trend Test of HALP Score and DR in T2DM Patients

Mantel-Haenszel Chi-square Trend Test

Groups A B C D Linear trend Pearson related

All patients DR 57.1% 42.0% 36.7% 33.9% X2=22.153 

P<0.001

R=−0.169 

P<0.001

Male patients DR 57.6% 39.4% 37.4% 30.3% X2=16.547 
P=0.001

R=−0.190 
P<0.001

Female patients DR 56.5% 44.3% 35.7% 40.6% X2=6.657 

P=0.084

R=−0.127 

P=0.035

Abbreviation: DR, diabetic retinopathy.

Table 5 Multi-Factor Regression Analysis of DR in All T2DM Patients

B SE Wals P OR 95% (CI)

HALP score −0.017 0.005 10.987 0.001 0.983 0.974–0.993
Age −0.018 0.012 2.207 0.137 0.983 0.960–1.006

Course of disease 0.083 0.013 39.056 <0.001 1.087 1.059–1.116

History of smoking 0.266 0.194 1.876 0.171 1.304 0.892–1.907
SBP 0.018 0.005 13.677 <0.001 1.018 1.009–1.028

BUN 0.204 0.062 11.019 0.001 1.227 1.087–1.384

HDL-C 0.528 0.352 2.255 0.133 1.696 0.851–3.379
ALT −0.005 0.007 0.382 0.536 0.996 0.981–1.010

UA −0.002 0.001 3.821 0.051 0.998 0.995–1.020

eGFR 0.002 0.009 0.061 0.804 1.002 0.985–1.020
TG −0.056 0.064 0.770 0.380 0.946 0.835–1.071

Abbreviations: SBP, systolic blood pressure; ALT, alanine transaminase; UA, blood uric acid; BUN, blood urea 
nitrogen; eGFR, Glomerular filtration rate; HDL-C, high-density lipoprotein cholesterol; TG, triglycerides; HALP 
score, hemoglobin, albumin, lymphocyte count, platelet count score.
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Diagnostic Value of HALP Score for DR in T2DM Patients
Diagnostic Value of HALP Score for DR in All Patients
ROC curve analysis showed that in all T2DM patients, the area under the curve (AUC) of HALP score diagnostic DR 
was 0.623, the sensitivity was 55.6%, and the specificity was 63.4%. The model formula of HALP score combined with 

Table 7 Multi-Factor Regression Analysis of DR in Female Patients

B SE Wals P OR 95% (CI)

HALP score −0.021 0.008 7.045 0.008 0.980 0.965–0.995

Course of disease 0.044 0.016 7.676 0.006 1.045 1.013–1.078
SBP 0.014 0.007 3.980 0.046 1.014 1.000–1.028

BUN 0.195 0.091 4.614 0.032 1.216 1.017–1.453

TG 0.051 0.085 0.356 0.550 1.052 0.891–1.243

Abbreviations: SBP, systolic blood pressure; BUN, blood urea nitrogen; TG, triglycerides; HALP score, 
hemoglobin, albumin, lymphocyte count, platelet count score.

Table 6 Multi-Factor Regression Analysis of DR in Male Patients

B SE Wals P OR 95% (CI)

HALP score −0.014 0.007 4.218 0.040 0.986 0.974–0.999
Age −0.016 0.016 0.978 0.323 0.984 0.954–1.016

Course of disease 0.111 0.020 32.288 <0.001 1.117 1.075–1.161

SBP 0.018 0.007 6.978 0.008 1.019 1.005–1.033
BUN 0.200 0.085 5.569 0.018 1.221 1.034–1.442

HDL-C 0.645 0.511 1.593 0.207 1.906 0.700–5.189

History of smoking 0.260 0.250 1.081 0.299 1.297 0.795–2.115
BMI 0.004 0.038 0.013 0.910 1.004 0.932–1.082

ALT −0.006 0.009 0.436 0.509 0.994 0.976–1.012
SUA −0.003 0.002 3.701 0.054 0.997 0.994–1.000

eGFR 0.002 0.012 0.018 0.893 1.002 0.978–1.026

TG −0.213 0.127 2.846 0.092 0.808 0.630–1.035

Abbreviations: SBP, systolic blood pressure; ALT, alanine transaminase; UA, blood uric acid; BUN, blood urea 
nitrogen; eGFR, Glomerular filtration rate; HDL-C, high-density lipoprotein cholesterol; BMI, body mass index; 
TG, triglycerides; HALP score, hemoglobin, albumin, lymphocyte count, platelet count score.

Figure 4 The nonlinear relationship between HALP score and DR in all patients. 
Abbreviations: DR, diabetic retinopathy; HALP score, hemoglobin, albumin, lymphocyte count, platelet count score.
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disease course, SBP and BUN diagnosis DR was: Y=−2.888–0.019HALP score+0.014SBP+0.076Diabetes course 
+0.165BUN. The AUC of DR diagnosed by the combined diagnostic model was 0.730, the sensitivity was 73.4%, and 
the specificity was 61.1% (Table 8, Figure 7).

Diagnostic Value of HALP Score for DR in Male Patients
ROC curve analysis showed that in male patients, the AUC of HALP score diagnostic DR was 0.637, the sensitivity was 
52.8%, and the specificity was 69.5%. The model formula of HALP score combined with disease course, SBP and BUN 
diagnosis DR was:Y=−3.167–0.018HALP score+0.014SBP+0.109Diabetes course+0.156BUN. The AUC of DR diagnosed 
by the combined diagnostic model was 0.761, the sensitivity was 58.3%, and the specificity was 80.3% (Table 8, Figure 8).

Figure 5 The nonlinear relationship between HALP score and DR in male patients. 
Abbreviations: DR, diabetic retinopathy; HALP score, hemoglobin, albumin, lymphocyte count, platelet count score.

Figure 6 The nonlinear relationship between HALP score and DR in female patients. 
Abbreviations: DR, diabetic retinopathy; HALP score, hemoglobin, albumin, lymphocyte count, platelet count score.
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Diagnostic Value of HALP Score for DR in Female Patients
ROC curve analysis showed that in female patients, the AUC of HALP score diagnostic DR was 0.603, the sensitivity was 
48.8%, and the specificity was 68.4%. The model formula of HALP score combined with disease course, SBP and BUN 
diagnosis DR was: Y=−2.623–0.020HALP score+0.014SBP+0.043Diabetes course+0.197BUN. The AUC of DR diagnosed 
by the combined diagnostic model was 0.684, the sensitivity was 65%, and the specificity was 67.7% (Table 8, Figure 9).
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Figure 7 Diagnostic value of HALP score and combined diagnostic model for DR in all patients. 
Abbreviations: HALP score, hemoglobin, albumin, lymphocyte count, platelet count score.
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Figure 8 Diagnostic value of HALP score and combined diagnostic model for DR in male patients. 
Abbreviations: HALP score, hemoglobin, albumin, lymphocyte count, platelet count score.

Table 8 Diagnostic Value of HALP Score and Combined Diagnostic Mode for DR in T2DM Patients

Variable AUC 95% (CI) P-value Cutoff Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%)

All patients HALP score 0.623 0.580–0.666 P<0.001 45.83 55.6% 63.4%
Diagnostic model 0.730 0.692–0.786 P<0.001 −0.5251 73.4% 61.1%

Male patients HALP score 0.637 0.582–0.692 P<0.001 45.08 52.8% 69.5%
Diagnostic model 0.761 0.713–0.808 P<0.001 −0.0066 58.3% 80.3%

Female patients HALP score 0.603 0.536–0.671 P=0.003 41.86 48.8% 68.4%

Diagnostic model 0.684 0.621–0.746 P<0.001 −0.1734 65% 67.7%

Abbreviations: HALP score, hemoglobin, albumin, lymphocyte count, platelet count score.
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Discussion
With the increase in the incidence of diabetes, the prevalence of global DR has also increased significantly. DR is divided 
into two stages: non-proliferative diabetic retinopathy (NPDR) and proliferative diabetic retinopathy (PDR). When 
patients progress to the PDR stage, serious visual impairment may occur.11 At present, antivascular endothelial growth 
factor (VEGF) therapy has become the first-line treatment of PDR.12 However, in clinical practice, the use of anti-VEGF 
drugs is still limited due to poor patient compliance and economic burden. In addition, anti-VEGF therapy requires 
frequent injections of vitreous body, so there are strong requirements for the professionalism of ophthalmologists. But in 
some areas where medical resources are scarce, they do not even have fundus examination equipment to screen DR. The 
shortage of ophthalmology equipment and ophthalmologists still makes the diagnosis and treatment of DR a huge 
challenge.13 What’s more worrying is that DR is not just a simple eye disease. In recent years, many studies have 
confirmed the impact of DR on stroke, heart failure and all-cause mortality, and no matter what stage DR is in, it 
increases the risk of all-cause mortality compared with diabetics without DR.2,14 DR seriously affects the quality of life 
of patients. In order to help more patients detect DR at an early stage, we are constantly looking for risk factors affecting 
DR, hoping to assist in the early diagnosis of DR with more easily available biological indicators.

There is growing evidence that inflammation is a key driver of DR. The high glucose circulation in diabetic patients 
activates the cascade reaction of inflammation. The chronic accumulation of inflammation and the continuous infiltration 
of inflammatory cells continue to act on retinal blood vessels, resulting in impaired vascular permeability and abnormal 
proliferation of blood vessels, and gradually develop to DR.15 When inflammation occurs, the body’s vascular reaction 
and leukocyte reaction are activated. Platelets actively participate in the regulation of vascular endothelial permeability. 
And the platelet P-selectin exposed after platelet activation mediates and white blood cells to form platelet-leukocyte 
aggregation, induces the recruitment of neutrophils and macrophages, thus regulating inflammatory expression.16–18 

Platelets have become an important player in the process of inflammation. It has been reported that in Crohn’s disease 
model mice, serum phenylacetyl glutamine aggravates colitis in mice by mediating platelet activation, and anti-platelet 
therapy provides a new treatment for inflammatory bowel disease.19 Lymphocytes are important constituent cells of the 
body’s immune response, which play the role of immune defense and immune monitoring, and reflect the inflammatory 
state and immune ability in the body. Previous studies have found that the reduction of lymphocyte mitochondrial DNA 
content is independently associated with IL-6, IL-10 and TNF-α, indicating that chronic inflammation is closely related to 
apoptosis of lymphocytes.20 In diabetics, lymphocyte apoptosis is significantly higher than that of normal patients. Under 
electron microscope, it can be observed that the lymphocyte is smaller and morphologically damaged, the number of 
mitochondria is reduced, and the mitochondrial structure changes, resulting in a low immune status of patients and 
increasing the occurrence of infection.21 In our study, it was found that the lymphocyte count in the DR group was lower 
than that in the NDR group, indicating that lymphocyte apoptosis continued to play a role in the progression of diabetes 
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Figure 9 Diagnostic value of HALP score and combined diagnostic model for DR in female patients. 
Abbreviations: HALP score, hemoglobin, albumin, lymphocyte count, platelet count score.
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complications. Albumin is a common nutritional indicator that helps to evaluate the nutritional status of patients. There is 
also a close relationship between albumin and inflammation. Albumin can selectively inhibit the production of 
mitochondrial ROS and prevent the release of extraneutrophil traps, thus inhibiting inflammation.22 However, in the 
inflammatory state, the half-life of albumin is shortened and the exudation increases, leading to the occurrence of 
hypoproteinemia, and the interaction between inflammation and hypoproteinemia causes a malignant cycle.23 Wang et al 
found in the health and nutrition survey that albumin levels can be used as an indicator for long-term follow-up of 
diabetic patients and can be used to monitor the prognosis of diabetes.6 Our study found that the albumin level in patients 
with DR was significantly lower than that of patients with NDR, which was also consistent with the results of Wang et al. 
Hemoglobin is another common nutritional index, which is often used to evaluate kidney injury in patients with diabetic 
nephropathy.24 Adele et al analyzed the correlation between hemoglobin and DR and found that hemoglobin levels were 
low and the incidence of anemia was high in DR patients, and similar results were found in our study.25

To sum up, platelets, lymphocytes, albumin and hemoglobin all play an important role in the complications of diabetes 
and diabetes. The HALP score integrates these four indicators, comprehensively considers the patient’s inflammation and 
nutrition, evaluates the patient’s health, and responds more steadily to the patient’s general state. The HALP score is 
calculated by multiplying the lymphocyte count by albumin multiplied by hemoglobin and then divided by platelet count. 
The lower the HALP score, the higher the patient’s inflammatory level and the worse the nutritional state.26 HALP scores 
have been widely used in the evaluation of cancer and vascular diseases.26–28 Our study linked the HALP score with DR for 
the first time, and explored the diagnostic value of HALP score for DR in T2DM patients. Considering the difference in 
hemoglobin in male and female patients, we classified male and female patients. It was found that in all patients, male 
patients and female patients, the HALP score of the DR group was significantly lower than that of the NDR group, and the 
HALP score was negatively correlated with the incidence of DR, which further confirmed that inflammation and nutrition 
played a role in DR lesions. Regression analysis showed that HALP score was an independent risk factor for DR. In 
addition, regression analysis results showed that SBP, course of disease and BUN were also risk factors for DR, which was 
also consistent with previous research results.29,30 Then we used the restrictive cubic spline to find the critical value of 
HALP score of DR risk in T2DM patients, and found that the critical value of HALP score in male patients was higher than 
that of female patients, and it may be related to the higher hemoglobin of male patients than that of female patients. Finally, 
we used HALP score to evaluate DR. We found that even if HALP score was an independent risk factor of DR, when using 
HALP score alone to diagnose DR, neither specificity nor sensitivity were ideal. Therefore, we combine the DR 
independent risk factors found in the study to establish a combined diagnostic model of HALP score, SBP, course of 
disease and BUN, which is better than using HALP score to diagnose DR alone. We established combined diagnostic model 
among all patients, male patients and female patients, and found that it had higher diagnostic value among male patients, so 
more attention should be paid to the monitoring of HALP score in male patients clinical practice. Compared with 
fundoscopy, HALP score does not require the active participation of patients. At the same time, it is simpler and more 
economical, and may become a new biological indicator for diagnostic DR.

Of course, there are still many shortcomings in this study. First of all, this study was a retrospective study, and the 
causal relationship between DR and HALP score could not be determined. Secondly, this study had not taken into 
account the patient’s diet and drug application history, resulting in possible bias in the results. In addition, although the 
combined diagnostic model of HALP score, SBP, course and BUN was more accurate than the diagnosis of HALP score 
alone, its sensitivity and specificity were still not high, and could not replace the fundus examination. Finally, the sample 
size of this study was relatively small, and there was a lack of multi-center joint research. A large number of subsequent 
clinical trials are needed to verify.

Conclusion
Our results discussed for the first time that HALP score was closely related to the occurrence of DR, especially in male 
T2DM patients. The accuracy of HALP score, course of disease, SBP and BUN combined model diagnosis DR was high, 
which provides a basis for early detection, intervention and treatment of DR.
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